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Connect!

X / Telegram: @developerAlly

Lens/bluesky: @alisonwonderland

LinkedIn: ally-haire

Slack: bit.ly/bacalhau-project-slack

Hello!
I’m Ally 👋

Ally Haire



Background 
A Story about Data and Infrastructure 



Components of current web stack:

- Networking
- Storage
- Compute -> so far a missing piece of the 

decentralised infrastructure story

Compute
A Core Infrastructure Need



Components of the AI & ML pipeline:

- Data
- Models
- Compute -> for both training and running models

Compute
A Core Component for AI & ML

<Insert exponential graph here for 
compute demand from AI last 10 
years> 



Overview
Distributed Compute: The Now Frontier of Open Infrastructure



Build a global, permissionless, distributed 
compute network (dePIN)

Lilypad Vision
Accessible, Efficient, Open  Compute

Enable internet-scale data processing, AI & ML and 
other arbitrary computation

Unleash idle processing power and unlock an 
efficient, open compute marketplace



Lilypad
Peer To Peer Compute Marketplace 

Seamlessly Connecting Demand with Hardware Supply

Compute 
Demand

Hardware 
Supply



Why distributed compute
Current Compute & AI Landscape



  Almost 70% of cloud is provided by just 3 companies - AWS, Microsoft & Google

  Today, a handful of corporations 
control 90% of the world’s data and IT 
infrastructure 

State of Compute
An Anti-Competitive, Inefficient Oligopoly



State of AI
Dominated & Controlled by the same players

  “The dangers associated with closed AI are 
considerably greater than the open approach”



Why distributed compute
A Practical & Philosophical Guide



AI has immense potential to provide benefit to humanity

…provided it’s accessible

Lilypad for…
Open AI - the Real, Collectively Owned Kind

This is a really good talk - recommend!

https://twitter.com/const_reborn/status/1643555971585789952


“ Open-source models are faster, more customizable & pound-for-pound 
more capable”

Lilypad for…
Open Innovation



- Elon Musk, May 2023

“GPUs are at this point considerably 
harder to get than drugs”



Lilypad for …
Accessible hardware via an efficient marketplace

“Distributed systems offer faster performance with optimum 
resource use of the underlying hardware.” - AWS

Access to GPUs is the key 
problem for open source 
AI/ML to be competitive
DePIN can help solve this with 
open, cooperative, efficient 
compute networks

(leveraging filecoin network 
with lilypad coordination 
unlocks this access)



Inefficient marketplaces mean 
●Many powerful GPUs left idle in large data centres
●Lots of hobbyists / gamers open to or  looking for new 

revenue streams.
●Personal devices becoming more and more powerful while 

AI models become more performant.

Lilypad aligns supply and demand by providing GPUs for AI & 
ML & new revenue streams to compute providers

Lilypad for …
Accessible hardware via an open p2p marketplace

“Distributed systems offer faster performance with optimum 
resource use of the underlying hardware.” - AWS



Oligopolies do not make for efficient use of hardware, nor do 
they provide good pricing models for users.

Lilypad enables coordination layers for matching CPU/GPU 
with supply ( jobs) bringing better market dynamics and 
cheaper prices.

Lilypad for…
Efficiency of Pricing & Distribution



Lilypad Offers...
Efficient Resource Use & Open Access

Practical Solutions
- Efficient Marketplace
- Accessible Hardware 
- Competitive Pricing
- Speeds Innovation

Gives OSS AI & new market 
entrants a viable platform 
to compete from

Open Tech as Public Good 
Open Compute
- Distributes value more fairly
- Reduces bias
- encourages community 

consensus on security, 
ethics

- Increases breadth of 
solutions through access



How does it work?
The Tech Stuff - AURORA TESTNET IS LIVE ON IPC!!!



Lilypad Aurora uses IPC Fendermint to build a dedicated 
subchain that underpins Lilypad's computational network 
and enables Lilypad's own ERC20 token (LP) for service and 
gas payments.

Built in GO & Solidity, Lilypad is fully EVM-Compatible.

Technical Details
Lilypad Aurora Testnet is Live!



v2 🎉

v2 🎉

Code Libraries

Smart Contracts
(on-chain)

Lilypad Network
(off-chain)

A mix of Solidity and golang SDK code that could easily be rearranged into a 
custom compute over data project.

The smart contracts we deploy to IPC that run Lilypad.  These contracts handle 
deal agreements, escrow payments, dispute resolution and job payments.

The various services that hang off the smart contracts which schedule and run 
jobs on the Lilypad network.  The services are solver, resource provider, job 
creator, mediator and directory services.

Tech Stack
Lilypad Modular Layers



Backed by academic research, Lilypad opts for  a game 
theory approach to job/compute verification using 

optimistic reproducibility to incentivise good actors & 
discourage cheating & collusion in the network.

Lilypad Job Verification
With Optimistic Reproducibility 



• A Module is a github repo that defines a compute job in 
docker (or arbitrary wasm)

• Module author can create and test new modules on a local 
dev stack 

• Compute Providers are then able to add verified modules 
to their allowlist (automatic tests in future)

• In future, module authors will be able to charge a fee to run 
their models - bootstrapping the ecosystem & rewarding AI 
developer contributions

Module System 
& Deterministic Modules



• Some stuff here

Compute Modules
LoRA, SDXL, LLMs



v2 🎉

v2 🎉

Announced! 🎉

Code Libraries

Smart Contracts
(on-chain)

Lilypad Network
(off-chain)

Lilypad AI Studio
(value layer)

A mix of Solidity and golang SDK code that could easily be rearranged into a 
custom compute over data project.

The smart contracts we deploy to IPC that run Lilypad.  These contracts handle 
deal agreements, escrow payments, dispute resolution and job payments.

The various services that hang off the smart contracts which schedule and run 
jobs on the Lilypad network.  The services are solver, resource provider, job 
creator, mediator and directory services.

A SaaS layer that enables users to pay with Stripe to run jobs on the Lilypad 
network.  This acts as an abstraction layer and users who pay with Stripe won’t 
have to deal with private keys and tokens.

Tech Stack
The Lilypad Value Layers



Show me the code
What can I do with it?



Users & Developers have access to easy Stable Diffusion XL and 
cutting edge open source LLMs & AI via 
- the Lilypad  CLI, 
- Aurora Net smart contracts, (web3 native flow)

You shouldn’t need to pay a fortune to keep a cloud GPU 
running, so that you don’t lose access to it for the training job 
you need to run once a week.

User Details 
Where’s my AI please?



Network name: Lilypad Aurora testnet
New RPC URL: 
http://testnet.lilypad.tech:8545
Chain ID: 1337
Currency symbol: lilETH
Block explorer URL: (leave blank)

Getting Started
Add the Lilypad Aurora Network to your Wallet



Get some funds from the faucet:
http://faucet.lilypad.tech

The faucet will give you both ETH 
(to pay for gas) and LP (to stake 
and pay for jobs).
 

Getting Started
Get some testnet LP tokens!



CLI Install

Via 
- Go Toolchain

- Binaries

Then setup your wallet 
key to interact with 

Lilypad



> lilypad run cowsay:v0.0.1 -i Message="Never gonna give you 
up"

Cow do you do?
Hello, World!



> lilypad run 
sdxl:v0.9-lilypad1 -i 
PromptEnv="PROMPT=An astronaut 
riding on a unicorn"

SDXL An astronaut on a unicorn?



Smart Contract Usage
Call AI from your smart contracts!



SDXL An astronaut on a unicorn?



I’m not a developer though :(
Where’s my AI please?

You shouldn’t need a degree in AI to access state of the art 
open source models for your next App idea - in fact, it should 
be as easy as any web UI out there makes it. 



Lilypad AI Studio
app.lilypad.tech

Web Interface - no 
wallet needed!

Social Signin

Pay with Stripe 
(free in beta test)

API keys for Dev’s



Lilypad AI Studio

www.lilypad.tech

Web Interface - no 
wallet needed!

Social Signin

Pay with Stripe 
(currently free!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iugu2WFIfU0


Tweet us your creations!

@Lilypad_Tech

Prompt: Depict yourself as a giant cosmic 
entity, The Font of Knowledge, with infinite 
cosmic knowledge and awareness



How do I contribute to the network?
I’m in!! What can I do?



A personal invitation to compute providers to join early adopters like Holon, 
LabDAO, Piknik and others to help us calibrate the decentralised compute 
cloud!

Join us in shaping the future of compute & building 
open infra with  DePIN 

http://bit.ly/

join-lilypad-calib-net

Got a GPU? We need you!
Announcing Baklava Calibration Phase!

http://bit.ly/


Join the future of Compute!
Get in touch with us

Slack: #lilypad-general
bit.ly/bacalhau-project-slack 
Twitter: @Lilypad_Tech 

Blog: blog.lilypadnetwork.org 

Docs: docs.lilypadnetwork.org

Github: github.com/bacalhau-project/lilypad

YouTube: youtube.com/@lilypadnetwork



Powerful Distributed Compute 
Designed for AI & the 
Open Data Economy
Open Data & Open Infrastructure Summit 2023

Thank you!



Run a Node? Make a Module?
Check out the docs for 

more!
docs.lilypad.tech



AI Studio

And…Introducing…

Accessible Decentralised AI


